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desired, use clean, dry, cord type fi rewood 
and build the fi re in a pit or pan prepared 
for this purpose. Keep the fi re less than 3’ in 

and no higher than 2’.  Have a hose 

nearby and keep all outdoor 

fi res at least 25’ from any structure.
Preventing fi re spread to structures:  
   The less vegetation that is directly adja-

to your home, the safer your home is 

from a wildfi re.  One way to do this is to 
defensible space around your home 

by modifying, reducing, or clearing poten-

fuel materials or vegetation to create a 

barrier that will slow the spread of wildfi re 
toward your home. A defensible space also 

allows room for fi refi ghters to fi ght the fi re 
steps in creating a defensible 

* Use fi re resistant building materials
* Landscape with fi re resistant plants
* Remove fl ammable materials or potential 

 of a home, deck, or shed.  

ms such as trees and shrubs, 

Fire Bureau says community can help minimize fi re danger
yard debris, fi rewood, household goods, 
or any other items that could add to a fi re 
or spread fl ames to a building. 
* Keep all trees and shrubs trimmed 10’ 

from roofs or walls

* Maintain your yard and landscaping 

with proper irrigation and mowing.

* Remove ladder fuels within 200’ of 

your home to create a separation be-

tween low-level vegetation and tree 

branches to keep fi re from climbing up 
trees.

    Learn more about how to protect your 

home from wildfi re and download your 
Personal Wildland Action Guide at Port-

land Fire & Rescue’s website: https://

www.portlandoregon.gov/fi re/wildland 
   As always, feel free to stop by and 

visit your neighborhood Portland Fire 

& Rescue Station, where fi refi ghters can 
answer your questions about fi re safety 
and show you some of the specialized 

equipment serving you neighborhood. 

otester being lowered into an awaiting 
Sheriff’s boat

Top Right: The Fennica passing the RR Bridge and 

(below) putting engines in reverse as kayakers block 

its path. Right: Rescuing a kayaker.

Top: The Fennica passing beneath the St. Johns Bridge.

Below: The ship passing kayakers. 

Top:
River 
Patrol 

forcing one 
kayaker to 
the side as 

the Fennica 
approaches. 

Right: One 
overturned.

Left: 

Watch-

ing from 

the dock.

This shot shows the Fennica with law enforcement vehicles at-

tempting to keep kayakers away. Very crowded waterway.

Fire Bureau boat 

was trying to help 

this swimmer but 

he kept pushing 

them away. 

This spectacular

picture was taken 

by Mark LaMalfa.


